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News Announcement
For Immediate Release
CIMC Intermodal Equipment Reveals New 2019 Premium
Specification Chassis with 10-Year Warranty at IANA 2018
Long Beach, CA (September 17, 2018) Today, CIMC Intermodal Equipment, unveiled
their new REVERE chassis, to media and attendees at IANA 2018.

The REVERE 20’/40’ City Combo Tandem WS chassis design is based on CIMC’s 2019
Premium Specification which includes superior component specifications from
industry leading manufacturers:



Electric harness and lights from Phillips Industries



KIC/Accuride 10-year wheel ends



TSE brake chambers and slack adjusters



Holland Saturn 62 IM landing gear



Hutchens spread axle mechanical suspension



Bendix ECU and air valves

The REVERE is a premium chassis with all post-frame assembly done in the U.S. with
U.S.A. made products and components. It includes CIMC standard KTL powder

coating and is assembled using robotic precision welds and laser metal cutting
processes. CIMC processes and standards along with superior component
specifications support a 10-Year warranty on all non-wear items.

“We’re bringing a special chassis to the North American market,” commented Frank
Sonzala, CIMC president and CEO. “With the highest quality components supplied by
our partners and spec’d as standard equipment on the REVERE, this chassis
undoubtedly commands a 10-Year warranty. CIMC continues to benchmark our
industry with standards that meet or exceed customer demands. The REVERE is the
just the latest in our efforts to transform the intermodal segment.”

The REVERE will carry one 20’ or one 40’ ISO container. It meets all TOFC, AAR,
DOT, FMVSS, ISO, ANSI, SAE and TTMA specifications

About CIMC
As the world’s largest manufacturer of intermodal chassis trailers, CIMC Intermodal
Equipment has revolutionized the chassis industry through laser metal cutting,
robotic precision welds and a KTL powder-coat paint system to prevent rust and
corrosion. CIMC-IE meets the needs of those customers who demand innovative
designs with tough, long-lasting durability. Whether at our headquarters on the
West Coast in South Gate, CA, in our newly renovated facility on the East Coast in
Emporia, VA or through our vast nationwide dealer network, we welcome an
opportunity to provide information regarding our products, large in-stock inventory,
and discuss the needs of your company. Visit www.cimc-ie.com for more
information.

To access an image of the REVERE chassis, please go to
http://www.ck-companies.com/CIMCRevere.jpg

